
THE8FORCES & 5MOVEMENTS of

HUNYUAN TAIJIQUAN
     THE 8 FORCES (ba fa)                                          THE 5 MOVEMENTS (bu fa) 

     Péng    Cai                     qian jìn
     Lu        Lié                      hou tuì
     Ji         Zhou                  zuo gù
     àn       Kào                     you pàn
                                            zhong dìng
The martial art of Taijiquan is based on 13 principles (8 forces+5 movements).  All movements of Taijiquan are 
built upon these principles & are used in various combinations within each posture, transition & application.  

PENG- refers to the outward (or upward) expansion of energy. 
LU-often referred to as “roll back,” Lu is the ability to absorb, yield/defect incoming force.
There are 3 characteristics of Lu are: Yielding (Jan), Merging (Ian) & Adhering (Nien)
JI- is often thought of as a “forward press,” however it also best described as a “squeezing 
out of space.”
AN- is a downward movement of energy, best translated into “(relaxed) sinking.”
CAI- (Tsai) translated into “downward  pluck,” Cai is a combination of Lu and An.
LIE- (Lieh) Lie or “Split” is a combination of Peng and Ji.
ZHOU- Elbowing. In Chen style, elbows are overtly shown in all angles, with a coiling effect.
KAO- When the arms are bound/distance is too close to punch, we can use a “Shouldering.”

JIN- Advance forward        GU- Gaze/Step left             DING- Center-Fixed
TUI- Retreat back                 PAN- Gaze/Step right 

HUNYUAN TAIJIQUAN 13 SHI 
Wuji, with downward press. Lift hands Peng (right-left) with Lu and left foot advance. 2nd Lu with left
foot sweep. Pivot left, step forward with right foot and Ji. As hands come back, An. Reach out and 
Cai, while sweeping your right foot back. Pivot right and step forward with left and Lie.  Circle arm 
and leg and step with left foot, advancing with Zhou.  Circle arm right arm, stepping through with 
left leg into a horsestance, with Kao. 
(repeat to the right side)...{starting with a Peng-Lu-sweep- foot-switch (left forward)}
Sweep back & step forward (Jin) with Ji, Step back & sweep back (Tui) with Lu. Turn left (Gu) and 
parallel-fst Ji. Step back with left foot and An. Reach out and Cai. Turn right (Pan) and Zhou 
(front/vertical). Left foot pivots, spin 180 deg & side-Zhou(Ding). Sweeping step w/right foot & Kao.
(repeat to the other side).... and end back in Wuji. Cleansing breathes to close.

In our class, we have a from known as the Hunyuan 13, which is a short form to highlight the 
principles above.  The form was created by Master Chen Xiang (one of GM Feng's most accomplished 
disciples) from Beijing, China.  One can easily see the unique blend of Hunyuan qigong, with Master 
Chen Xiang's previous Bajiquan (Eight Ultimates Style) & Shuai Jou (Chinese Wrestling).
Note: Our modifcations to Master Chen's highly refned form, is done in an effort to improve the student's 
understanding of the techniques through repetition- with a relaxed, taiji-fow, & done with comfortable speed/pacing.
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